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Abstract
Weakly-supervised object detection (WSOD) has
emerged as an inspiring recent topic to avoid expensive
instance-level object annotations. However, the bounding
boxes of most existing WSOD methods are mainly determined by precomputed proposals, thereby being limited in
precise object localization. In this paper, we defend the
problem setting for improving localization performance
by leveraging the bounding box regression knowledge
from a well-annotated auxiliary dataset. First, we use
the well-annotated auxiliary dataset to explore a series of
learnable bounding box adjusters (LBBAs) in a multi-stage
training manner, which is class-agnostic. Then, only LBBAs and a weakly-annotated dataset with non-overlapped
classes are used for training LBBA-boosted WSOD. As
such, our LBBAs are practically more convenient and
economical to implement while avoiding the leakage of
the auxiliary well-annotated dataset. In particular, we
formulate learning bounding box adjusters as a bi-level
optimization problem and suggest an EM-like multi-stage
training algorithm. Then, a multi-stage scheme is further
presented for LBBA-boosted WSOD. Additionally, a masking strategy is adopted to improve proposal classification.
Experimental results verify the effectiveness of our method.
Our method performs favorably against state-of-the-art
WSOD methods and knowledge transfer model with similar
problem setting. Code is publicly available at https:
//github.com/DongSky/lbba_boosted_wsod.

1. Introduction
Object detection [8, 7, 19, 16] has attracted considerable attention in computer vision community, and benefits a
wide range of applications. Along with the development
of powerful convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and
large-scale well-annotated datasets, the performance of object detection networks has achieved remarkable improvement. Nevertheless, the success of object detection networks highly depends on precise but costly instance-level
bounding box annotations of abundant images. To allevi-
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ate this issue, weakly supervised object detection (WSOD)
aiming at learning effective detection models with imagelevel supervision has emerged as an inspiring recent topic.
Existing WSOD methods [3, 25, 34, 20] usually adopt
the multiple instance learning (MIL) framework based on
the precomputed proposals. And most efforts have been
given to improve proposal classification ability. However,
the bounding boxes of most existing methods are mainly
determined by precomputed proposals, thereby being limited in precise object localization. For single-phase WSOD
methods [3, 26, 25, 22, 13], the precomputed proposals classified to a specific class are directly taken as the detection results. Bounding box regression branches are introduced in [33, 20, 34] and multi-phase training are adopted
in [36, 2]. But they are usually supervised based on the
pseudo ground-truths by selecting precomputed proposals
with the highest scores. In terms of localization performance, there remains a huge gap between WSOD methods
and their fully-supervised counterparts.
Transfer learning has also been investigated to improve
the localization performance of WSOD. Lee et al. [12] presented a universal bounding box regressor (UBBR) trained
on a well-annotated auxiliary dataset for refining bounding boxes generated in WSOD. Instead, Uijlings et al. [28]
trained a universal detector on the well-annotated source
dataset, which is then transferred to WSOD as a generic proposal generator. However, [12] and [28] adopt the singlestage transfer strategy, which actually are not specified to
WSOD [3, 26, 12, 28] and suffer from imperfect annotations in source domain [17, 6, 28]. Going beyond [28],
Zhong et al. [37] trained and exploited the one-class universal detector (OCUD) in a progressive manner. In contrast, both the source well-annotated and target weakly annotated datasets are required in the whole training process
for OCUD [37]. When the source dataset is private and is of
large scale [24, 18], it is preferred to avoid the direct joint
use of the source and target datasets for WSOD with transfer learning. Instead, the owner of source datasets can first
extract knowledge from data and then distribute knowledge
instead of source datasets to the user for boosting WSOD.
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In this paper, we follow the problem setting in [12, 28],
and propose a learnable bounding box adjuster (LBBA) for
boosting WSOD performance. Specifically, we consider
a well-annotated auxiliary dataset and a weakly annotated
dataset. Our method involves two subtasks, i.e., learning
class-agnostic bounding box adjuster and training LBBAboosted WSOD model. In comparison to [12, 28], the LBBAs are specifically designed for improving WSOD performance by developing a multi-stage scheme. Different
from [37], only the LBBAs and weakly-annotated dataset
are used for boosting WSOD, and thus our approach is practically convenient and economical for WSOD training while
avoiding the leakage of the auxiliary dataset.
To better learn LBBAs from the well-annotated auxiliary dataset and exploit them to improve the performance
of WSOD, we formulate the learning of LBBAs as a bilevel optimization problem and present an EM-like multistage training algorithm. In particular, the lower subproblem is formulated to learn a deep detection model by incorporating WSOD with LBBA-based regularization, while the
upper subproblem is formulated to learn the boundary box
adjuster for regressing the selected region proposals generated by WSOD towards the ground-truth bounding boxes.
With such formulation, the LBBAs can thus be learned for
optimizing WSOD performance. For solving the bi-level
optimization problem, we adopt an EM-like multi-stage
training algorithm by alternating between training LBBA
and WSOD models. Given the class-agnostic and multistage LBBAs, the training of LBBA-boosted WSOD also
involves several stages. In each stage, the final LBBA can
be used to predict the bounding boxes based on the selected
region proposals generated by WSOD, which are then used
to train the WSOD models.
Nevertheless, our LBBAs improve localization performance but are limited in improving proposal classification.
As a remedy, we introduce a masking strategy to improve
the classification performance of the detector. Specifically,
a multi-label classifier is introduced to predict category confidence on image-level, which can further suppress scores of
false-positive proposals of WSOD network.
Extensive experiments have been conducted to evaluate
our proposed method. Benefiting from the class-agnostic
setting, LBBAs generalize well to new classes of objects
and improves the localization performance of WSOD. Our
method performs favorably against state-of-the-art WSOD
methods as well as knowledge transfer models with similar problem setting, e.g., UBBR [12]. Contributions of this
work can be summarized as follows:
1) Multi-stage learnable bounding box adjusters are presented for improving localization performance of
WSOD, which is the core component of our proposed
framework. Particularly, LBBAs make it feasible to
use source and target datasets separately for training

WSOD models, which is practically more convenient
and economical.
2) A bi-level optimization formulation, as well as an EMlike multi-stage training algorithm, are suggested to
learn LBBAs specified for optimizing WSOD.
3) An effective masking strategy is introduced to improve
the accuracy of the proposal classification branch.
4) Experimental results show our proposed method performs favorably against the state-of-the-art WSOD
methods and knowledge transfer models with the similar problem setting.

2. Related Work
2.1. Weakly Supervised Object Detection
Weakly supervised object detection (WSOD) aims at
training an effective detector only using image-level labels,
and is usually formulated as a multiple instance learning
(MIL) problem [5]. Existing WSOD approaches can be
roughly grouped into two categories: single-phase training methods and multi-phase training ones. For singlephase training methods, they rely on precomputed proposals
[29, 1, 38] during training and testing. Specifically, Bilen et
al. [3] proposed a two-stream detection network (WSDDN)
as the basic proposal classifier. To improve proposal classification ability, OICR [26] and PCL [25] proposed online
classifier refinement module. OIM [15] proposed spatial
and appearance graphs with object instance reweighted loss
to resolve part domination. SDCN [13] and WS-JDS [22]
introduced segmentation branch and collaboration loop to
reweight proposals. As for improving proposal localization ability, Yang et al. [33], WSOD2 [34] and MIST [20]
introduced bounding box regression into WSOD network,
where proposals with highest scores are selected as pseudo
ground-truths to supervise bounding box regression branch.
For multi-phase training methods [36, 35, 13, 30, 32], an
additional detector is further trained by selecting proposals
with the highest scores as pseudo ground-truths based on
the output of trained WSOD network in the prior phase [7].
Any single-phase methods [26, 25, 33, 2] can be extended to
multi-phase setting by this procedure. Current multi-phase
training methods focus on how to select pseudo groundtruths with the highest scores. However, these approaches
rely on only selected precomputed proposals to localize objects or supervise box regression branch, low precision proposals restrict the localization ability of WSOD approaches.
Different from the above methods, we aim at resolving this
issue by using learnable bounding box adjusters, which provide more precise pseudo boxes supervision to help WSOD
network obtain better object localization ability.

2.2. Transfer Learning in WSOD
Transfer learning based WSOD usually leverages an
auxiliary dataset to provide semantic information or class-
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Figure 1. Illustration of our proposed method which includes two subtasks, i.e., learning bounding box adjusters (left) and LBBAboosted WSOD (right). For learning bounding box adjusters, we adopt an EM-like algorithm. In E-step, adjuster g predicts bounding
boxes from proposals of f aux and supervised by ground-truths of Xaux ; In M-step, WSOD network f aux is supervised by image label as
well as adjusted boxes from g on Xaux . For LBBA-boosted WSOD, WSOD network f is supervised by image label and adjusted boxes
from g on X. Finally, the learned f is used for evaluation.

agnostic information to help WSOD networks train on
weakly-annotated target dataset. Previous works [9, 11,
27] focused on transferring semantic information between
strong classifier and weakly supervised detector. Among
them, Hoffman et al. [11] proposed LSDA, which introduces category specific adaptation to adapt a classifier into
target detection dataset. Tang et al. [27] further extended
LSDA by building visual similarity and semantic relatedness. Nonetheless, above methods are not proposed for improving bounding box regression.
Recently, several approaches [21, 14, 28, 12, 37] have
been studied to exploit transfer learning for improving object localization performance. [21, 14, 28, 37] proposed
to learn proposal generators to help WSOD network locate
novel objects on weakly-annotated target dataset. Among
them, [21, 14, 28] trained proposal generators merely using
the auxiliary dataset, while Zhong et al. trained generator on both auxiliary dataset and weakly-annotated dataset
progressively to generalize better on target dataset. Instead, Lee et al. [12] proposed a box refinement module,
which takes the random transformations of ground-truth
boxes as the input to learn class-agnostic box regressor, and
also exhibits certain generalization ability on target weaklyannotated dataset. However, the real boxes generated during WSOD training may be quite different from those by
random transformations, making the learned regressor not
tailored to WSOD. In comparison to existing methods, our
LBBAs can be considered as the multi-stage training of
box refinement modules only using the auxiliary dataset,
and achieves very competitive box regression performance
on weakly-annotated dataset. Different from UBBR[12],
our method dynamically takes the proposals generated by
WSOD as the input to train LBBA, and thus is expected to

achieve improved detection performance.

3. Proposed Method
3.1. Problem Setting and Notations
In this work, we follow the problem setting in [21, 14,
28, 12] for WSOD by using a well-annotated auxiliary
dataset Xaux and a weakly annotated dataset X. In particular, Xaux is first used to train class-agnostic learnable
bounding box adjusters (LBBAs). Then, we utilize both
LBBAs and any weakly annotated dataset X to learn a better WSOD model. For the image-level weakly annotated
dataset X = {I, P, y}, I denotes an image from X, and y
denotes the corresponding image-level labels. For the end
of WSOD, MCG [1] and selective search [29] are used to
extract a set of precomputed proposals P = {p} for each
image I. Besides X, we also introduce a well-annotated
auxiliary dataset Xaux = {(Iaux , Paux , {baux }, yaux )}. For
an image Iaux from Xaux , yaux denotes the image-level labels, and {baux } denotes the annotated bounding boxes.
To aid WSOD, we also give the precomputed proposals
Paux = {paux } of Iaux . To show the generalization ability
of LBBA, we assume the object classes in X are not overlapped with those in Xaux .
We argue that the above problem setting is both practically valuable and convenient in implementation. Albeit
weakly-supervised learning is preferred for object detection, several well-annotated datasets, e.g., COCO [17], have
already been publicly available. Our problem setting allows
the learned bounding box adjusters to be deployed in training new classes of object detector, thereby being expected
to be advantageous to conventional WSOD solely relying
on X. In OCUD [37], the well-annotated dataset Xaux is di-
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rectly incorporated with the weakly-annotated dataset X for
WSOD. In our problem setting, the well-annotated dataset
Xaux can be safely abandoned after learning bounding box
adjusters. Then, LBBAs can be incorporated with any
weakly annotated dataset X for WSOD. We note that LBBAs can avoid the direct leakage of well-annotated dataset
Xaux to the users with weakly annotated dataset X, thereby
being more convenient, economic, and secure in practice.

3.2. Overview
In general, our method involves two subtasks, i.e.,
(i) learning bounding box adjusters, and (ii) LBBAboosted WSOD. The overall training procedure is shown
in Fig. 1. To better draw the LBBAs from wellannotated auxiliary dataset, we formulate the learning of
bounding box adjusters as a bi-level optimization problem. In the lower-subproblem, we use a WSOD method
and current LBBA gt to update the object detection
model ft+1 from {(Iaux , Paux , yaux )}. So the learned ft+1
can also be represented as a function of LBBA. Therefore, the upper-subproblem is formulated to learn gt+1
specified for optimizing the performance of the weaklysupervised object detector by using the well-annotated data
{(Iaux , {baux }, yaux )}. In each stage, we first update the
learning of bounding box adjuster gt+1 by fixing ft , and
then update the weakly-supervised object detector ft+1 by
fixing LBBA gt+1 . With several stages (T = 3) of training.
We can obtain a set of LBBA models {g0 , ..., gT } with one
for each stage.
For LBBA-boosted WSOD, the well-annotated dataset
Xaux can be abandoned, and only the LBBA models
{g0 , ..., gT } and the weakly annotated dataset X are required. LBBA-boosted WSOD also involves several stages
(i.e., T ). In each stage (e.g., t), we use the current object detector ft to obtain a set of selected proposals and exploit the
stage-wise LBBA gt for bounding box adjustment. Then,
the adjusted bounding boxes are introduced into the WSOD
model for updating ft+1 . In the following, after introducing the baseline WSOD model used in this work, we present
our solutions to the subtasks of both learning bounding box
adjusters and LBBA-boosted WSOD in detail.

3.3. Baseline WSOD Model
To learn both bounding box regression and proposal
classification from weakly-annotated dataset, we adopt the
method proposed in [31, 33] as our baseline network
f (I, P; θf ). Here, θf denotes the model parameters of
the object detector. Specifically, the network f (I, P; θf )
involves a basic multi-instance-learning (MIL) branch as
well as an independent bounding box regression (BBR)
branch. Given an input image I with image-level label y =
{y1 , ..., yC } as well as R precomputed proposals Pmil =
{pmil,1 , ..., pmil,R }, MIL branch generates two R × C log-

its xcls and xdet , which are passed through softmax layers.
Then, a fusion score s = σcls (xcls ) · σdet (xdet ) can be computed by performing element-wise product on those of classification and localization. Finally, the image-level score of
class c can be attained by
  \label {eqn:fusion_to_image} \textbf {q}_{{c}}=\sum \nolimits _{i=1}^{{R}} \textbf {s}_{{i,c}}. \vspace {-0.5em} 

(1)

And the MIL branch can be optimized by
  \mathcal {L}_{\text {wsddn}} = \text {BCE}(\mathbf {q}, \mathbf {y};{\theta }_{\text {f}}), \vspace {-0.5em} 
(2)
where BCE(·, ·) denotes the binary cross-entropy loss. To
improve detection quality, we also introduce pseudo label
mining strategy and construct instance refinement branch
optimized by a set of weighted instance refinement loss Lr
[26, 25, 20].
In typical single phase WSOD, the precomputed proposals classified to a specific class are taken as the detection
results. To improve the object localization performance, we
follow [31] to introduce an RPN module into our WSOD
network for generating region proposals Prpn = {prpn }.
Then, all proposals from P = Pmil ∪Prpn are sent into bounding box regression branch to generate corresponding localization outputs. Following standard Faster R-CNN [19],
both RPN module and bounding box regression branch
are trained by the losses Lrpn-cls , Lrpn-det and Ldet defined
on pseudo ground-truth instances selected by refinement
scores. Thus, the learning objective of our baseline WSOD
model can be written as,
  \mathcal {L}_{\text {wsod}}=\mathcal {L}_{\text {wsddn}}+\mathcal {L}_{\text {r}}+\mathcal {L}_{\text {rpn-cls}}+\mathcal {L}_{\text {rpn-det}}+\mathcal {L}_{\text {det}}, 

(3)

where Lr and Lrpn-cls are the cross-entropy losses supervised by pseudo class labels on the selected proposals, while
Lrpn-det and Ldet are the smooth-L1 losses [7] supervised by
the proposal boxes of pseudo ground-truths. Note that we
follow the same strategy of OICR [26] to generate pseudo
ground-truths.
We note that the bounding box regression branch in baseline WSOD model is learned based on the supervision from
the precomputed proposals, which naturally are not precise
enough. In the subsequent subsections, we learn a set of
bounding box adjusters to provide better ground-truth for
supervising the bounding box regression branch, thereby
being beneficial to detection performance. Moreover, we
use the above baseline WSOD model as an example to show
the effectiveness of the learned bounding box adjusters. Actually, our proposed method is independent with most existing WSOD methods and can be incorporated with them to
further boost detection performance. And we will illustrate
this point in the experiments.

3.4. Learning Bounding Box Adjusters
3.4.1

Bi-level Optimization Formulation

To formulate our weakly supervised object detection problem elegantly, we first revisit the traditional EM algorithm
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Algorithm 1 Learning Bounding Box Adjusters
Input: Auxiliary dataset Xaux , adjuster network g , WSOD
network f aux , stage num T
Output: Adjuster parameters {θg0 . . . θgT }
1: Initialize θg0 on Xaux
2: θf0 aux ← arg min Lwsod + Lbbr
θf aux

3:
4:
5:

for t = 0...T − 1 do
E-Step:
θgt+1 ← arg min Lbba

7:

  \vspace {-0.5em} \mathcal {L}_{\text {bbr}} = \sum \nolimits _{\mathbf {p}^{\text {aux}} \in \mathbb {P}^{\text {aux}}} {\text {Smooth}}_{L1}(\hat {\mathbf {b}}^{\text {aux}}, \tilde {\mathbf {b}}^{\text {aux}};{\theta }_{{f}}). \vspace {-0.5em} 
(6)
Using the ground-truth bounding box baux from Xaux , we
further introduce a loss Lbba for supervising the learning of
bounding box adjusters,
  \vspace {-0.5em} \mathcal {L}_{\text {bba}} = \sum \nolimits _{\mathbf {p}^{\text {aux}} \in \mathbb {P}^{\text {aux}}} {\text {Smooth}}_{L1}({\mathbf {b}}^{\text {aux}}, \tilde {\mathbf {b}}^{\text {aux}};{\theta }_{{g}}). \vspace {-0.5em} 
(7)
To this end, we suggest to utilize LBBA g to generate latent
variable b̂aux on Xaux .

θg

6:

L1 loss [7] Lbbr for supervising bounding box regression
branch of f ,

M-Step:
θft+1
aux ← arg min Lwsod + Lbbr
θf aux

8:

return

{θg0

  \vspace {-1em} \begin {split} &\hat {\text {b}}_{\text {aux}} = g(\mathbf {I}^{\text {aux}}, \mathbb {P}^{\text {aux}}; \theta _g) \\ \theta _g = \arg &\min \limits _{\theta _g}\mathcal {L}_{\text {bba}}(\{\text {b}^{\text {aux}}\},g(\mathbf {I}^{\text {aux}}, \mathbb {P}^{\text {aux}}; \theta _g)) \end {split} \vspace {-0.7em} 

. . . θgT }

(8)

for weakly supervised learning. In particular, E-step is used
to update latent variable b̂,
 \label {eq:pre_e} \vspace {-0.5em} \hat {\text {b}} = \arg \max \limits _{\text {b}_{\text {latent}}}\log P(\mathbf {y}|\text {b}_{\text {latent}}) - \mathcal {L}(\text {b}_{\text {latent}},f(\mathbf {I},\mathbb {P};\theta _{{f}})). \vspace {-0.5em}  (4)
For WSOD with box regression, y is image class labels, L
is defined as box regression loss (e.g., smooth L1 loss [7]
for bounding box regression), b̂ means latent bounding box
variables, and P (y|blatent ) is probability of y with given
blatent in WSOD training. And f (I, P; θf ) is bounding box
output from WSOD network f with corresponding parameters θf . We mainly discuss L in next paragraphs. Then,
M-step is deployed to update the model parameters θf .
  \vspace {-0.5em} \theta _{{f}} = \arg \min \limits _{\theta _{f}}\mathcal {L}(\hat {\text {b}},f(\mathbf {I},\mathbb {P};\theta _{{f}})), \vspace {-0.5em} 

(5)

where L is a combination of weakly supervised object detection loss Lwsod and bounding box regression loss Lbbr .
As mentioned above, previous methods utilize precomputed proposals as well as pseudo ground-truth mining in
E-step, and then update box regression branch of WSOD
network in M-step. However, optimizing P (y|blatent ) in Estep with only image-level supervision to improve quality
of b̂ is difficult. Besides, when optimizing L in E-step, precomputed proposals are designed for generating region proposals for box regression of object detection, which are not
suitable for final object localization. To tackle this problem, we want to use extra well-annotated data to supervise
a learnable model, make it generate more precise b̂ in Estep. Therefore, we first introduce a full-annotated auxiliary dataset Xaux to provide class-agnostic localization supervision. And then, we aim to introduce a class-agnostic
Learnable Bounding Box Adjuster (LBBA) g(Iaux , Paux ; θg )
trained on Xaux , which takes the selected proposals from
aux
aux
Paux = Paux
∈ Paux ,
mil ∪ Prpn as the input. For each p
aux
aux
g(I , P ; θg ) aims to predict a more precise estimation
of bounding box b̂aux , which is then used to supervise the
bounding box regression branch in WSOD. Denoted by b̃aux
the output of bounding box regression. We apply smooth

After introducing LBBA g into WSOD, our WSOD
problem can be transferred into a bi-level optimization
problem, here we state how to build bi-level optimization.
Lower subproblem. During M-step, WSOD network
f is supervised by both image class label y as well as
aux
latent variable b̂ , which is output of LBBA network
g(Iaux , Paux ; θg ). Therefore we update parameters of WSOD
network θf aux by minimizing Lwsod + Lbbr , which is shown
as follows,
 \label {eq:m_lbba} \hspace {-4mm}\theta _{f^{\text {aux}}}\text {=}\arg \min \limits _{\theta _{f^{\text {aux}}}} (\mathcal {L}_{\text {wsod}}\text {+}\mathcal {L}_{\text {bbr}}) (\hat {\text {b}}^{\text {aux}},f^{\text {aux}}(\mathbf {I}^{\text {aux}},\mathbb {P}^{\text {aux}};\theta _{f^{\text {aux}}})) \vspace {-0.5em}  (9)
Upper subproblem. Taking above equations into consideration, WSOD parameters θf aux can be seen as a function
of LBBA parameters θg (i.e., θf aux (θg )). Thus, in E-step the
upper subproblem on θg is defined for optimizing Lbba on
the WSOD network f aux (Iaux , Paux ; θf aux (θg )),
 \label {eq:e_lbba} \theta _g\text {=}\arg \min \limits _{\theta _g} \mathcal {L}_{\text {bba}}(\{\text {b}^{\text {aux}}\},f^{\text {aux}}(\mathbf {I}^{\text {aux}},\mathbb {P}^{\text {aux}};\theta _{f^{\text {aux}}}(\theta _g))) \vspace {-0.5em}  (10)
where g generates adjusted bounding box regression for
given proposals from WSOD f aux . Thus upper subproblem
has transferred into a fully-supervised setting.
3.4.2

EM-like Multi-stage Training Algorithm

From Eqns. (9,10), the direct optimization of θg involves the cumbersome computation of the partial gradient (∂Lbbr /∂θf )(∂θf /θg ). Briefly, direct joint training of
two networks to solve this bi-level optimization problem is
harmful to the generalization ability of LBBA. And EM-like
training strategy can keep that of LBBA. Therefore, to avoid
this issue, we suggest an EM-like multi-stage training algot
aux
rithm. Suppose that ft (Iaux , Paux
, Paux ; θgt )
mil ; θf ) and gt (I
are the learned models at stage t. In the E-step, we use
t
aux
ft (Iaux , Paux
,
mil ; θf ) to generate and select the proposals P
aux
aux t+1
which are then deployed to learn gt+1 (I , P ; θg ). In
the M-step, we use θgt+1 to substitute θg in Lbbr , and obt+1
tain ft+1 (Iaux , Paux
mil ; θf ) by solving the lower subproblem,
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thereby resulting in our EM-like multi-stage training algorithm. In the following, we explain the initialization, E-step,
and M-step in more detail.
Initialization. To begin with, we utilize Xaux to train
a two-stage detector with class-agnostic bounding box regression branch, which is then used as the bounding box
adjuster g0 at stage t = 0. Then, the selected proposals
from Paux
mil are fed into g0 to generate the adjusted bounding
boxes for supervising the learning of WSOD model f0 .
E-step. Given the learned model parameters θft of ft at
stage t, the E-step aims at learning the bounding box adjuster gt+1 with the model parameters θgt+1 . For an image
Iaux from Xaux , we utilize the RPN module of ft to generate
a set of region proposals Paux
rpn . We empirically find that it
is better to take the region proposal instead of the bounding
box predicted by ft as the input to gt+1 . Moreover, both
aux
the precomputed and the generated proposals Paux
mil ∪ Prpn
are beneficial to the training of gt+1 . Thus, we use ft with
the parameters θft to predict the bounding boxes, and decode them to generate the corresponding selected proposals
aux
aux
aux
Paux
wsod from Pmil ∪ Prpn . The model gt+1 takes Pwsod as the
input to predict a set of adjusted bounding boxes {b̂aux }.
With the ground-truth bounding boxes from Xaux , we train
the bounding box adjuster gt+1 with the parameters θgt+1 at
stage t + 1 by minimizing the loss Lbba .
M-step. With the help of the learned model parameters
θgt+1 of gt+1 , the M-step learns the WSOD model ft+1 with
the model parameters θft+1 . In the forward propagation, an
image Iaux from Xaux is fed into the current WSOD model
to generate a number of region proposals Paux
rpn and bounding
boxes. Then, we decode the predicted bounding boxes to
aux
aux
obtain the selected proposals Paux
wsod from Pmil ∪ Prpn . Taking
aux
Pwsod as the input, the adjusted bounding boxes predicted by
the LBBA gt+1 are then used to define the loss Lbbr . Finally,
the WSOD model ft+1 with the model parameters θft+1 can
be trained by minimizing the combined loss Lwsod + Lbbr .
To sum up, after the initialization, our training algorithm alternates between the E-step and M-step for T times.
Hence, it is a multi-stage training scheme, where we run the
E-step and M-step once in each stage. The training process
of LBBA is given in Algorithm 1.

proposals Pwsod from Pmil ∪ Prpn . Taking Pwsod as the input,
the adjusted bounding boxes predicted by the LBBA gt are
then used to define the loss Lbbr . Finally, the WSOD model
ft with the model parameters θft can be trained by minimizing the combined loss Lwsod + Lbbr . After T stages of training, the WSOD model at stage T , i.e., fT with parameters
θfT , can be kept and applied to the test images. The training
process of LBBA-boosted WSOD is given in Algorithm 2.
Nonetheless, we empirically find that updating WSOD
network with only the last gT can attain a similar performance. Hence we can build a lighter pipeline by only using
the last gT .

3.5. LBBA-boosted WSOD

4. Experiments

After learning bounding box adjusters, the wellannotated auxiliary dataset can be abandoned. For the
LBBA-boosted WSOD task, we only require a weaklyannotated dataset X as well as a set of learned bounding
box adjusters {g0 , ..., gT }. The multi-stage scheme is also
adopted to train WSOD, and we use stage t as an example to
illustrate the training process. In particular, an image I from
X is fed into the current WSOD model to generate a number of region proposals Prpn and bounding boxes. Then, we
decode the predicted bounding boxes to obtain the selected

4.1. Datasets and Evaluation Metrics

Algorithm 2 LBBA-boosted WSOD
Input: Weakly-annotated dataset X, stage num T , adjuster
network g, adjuster parameters {θg0 . . . θgT }, WSOD
network f
Output: WSOD network parameters θfT
1: for t = 0...T do
2:
θg ← θgt
3:
θft ← arg min Lwsod + Lbbr
θf

4:

return θfT

3.6. Masking Strategy for Proposal Classification
The above training algorithm can improve localization
ability of WSOD network but cannot improve the ability
of proposal classification. To further improve the detection
performance, we introduce an additional multi-label image
classifier h(I; θh ) and present a classification score masking strategy. During training, we utilize images and corresponding image labels of dataset X to train h; during testing,
given input image I, we obtain image classification score by
ŝ = h(I; θh ), where ŝ ∈ R1×C is per-class prediction scores
of I. Therefore, we can judge which categories should not
be included in I, and suppress the corresponding output of
WSOD. Specifically, we select a threshold τ (i.e., = -3.0), if
ŝc < τ , we assert that the category c is not appeared in this
image. Therefore, for each category c with ŝc < τ , score of
i-th proposal b̂i,c is set to 0 to eliminate wrong predictions.

Auxiliary Dataset. MS-COCO 2017 [17] is a largescale object detection dataset. Note that MS-COCO dataset
includes 80 different object classes. To eliminate semantic
overlap and show the generalization ability of our method,
we construct a subset of MS-COCO by excluding PASCAL
VOC classes instance annotations and call it COCO-60. As
such, COCO-60 dataset contains ∼98K training images and
∼4K validation images, respectively.
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Figure 2. Visualization results of our method on PASCAL VOC 2007, which has the ability to generate precise bounding boxes.
Table 1. Single model detection results on PASCAL VOC 2007
and 2012, where + means the results with multi-scale testing, ∗
means joint training of WSOD models on auxiliary dataset and
weakly-annotated dataset.
Methods
OICR+ [26]
PCL+ [25]
Yang et al.+ [33]
WSOD 2+ [34]
Arun et al. [2]
C-MIDN+ [32]
MIST (Full)+ [20]
MSD-Ens+ [14]
OICR+UBBR [12]
Zhong et al. (R50-C4)∗ [37]
Zhong et al. (R50-C4)+∗ [37]
Ours
Ours+
Upper bounds:
Faster R-CNN [19]

mAP (07)
41.2
43.5
51.5
53.6
52.9
52.6
54.9
51.1
52.0
57.8
59.7
56.5
56.6

mAP (12)
37.9
40.6
46.8
47.2
48.4
50.2
52.1
54.7
55.4

69.9

67.0

Target Datasets. PASCAL VOC 2007 and 2012 datasets
contain 9,963 images and 22,531 images collected from 20
object classes. For fair comparison, we use trainval set for
training WSOD networks and report evaluation results on
test set. During the training process, only image-level labels
are used as supervision. We also utilized other datasets to
evaluate our LBBA, see the suppl. for details.
Evaluation Metrics. Since our method aims at improving object detection performance, Average Precision (AP)
is used as the basic evaluation metric in our experiments.
We also adopt CorLoc [4] as another evaluation metric.

4.2. Comparison with State-of-the-arts
We state the implementation details in the suppl. and
we build up all experiments based on it. We compare our
method with several state-of-the-art WSOD approaches in
terms of detection and localization performance on PASCAL VOC datasets. As suggested in [3, 26, 25, 33, 20, 2,
37], we report detection results on test set and localization
results on trainval set, respectively. Table 1 compares the
results of different state-of-the-art WSOD approaches on
PASCAL VOC 2007 and 2012 datasets. It can be seen that
our LBBA improves OICR and OICR+REG over 15.3%
and 5.0% on PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset, respectively. Fur-

Table 2. Single model correct localization (CorLoc) results on
PASCAL VOC 2007 and 2012, where + means the results with
multi-scale testing, ∗ means joint training of WSOD models on
auxiliary dataset and weakly-annotated dataset.
Methods
OICR+ [26]
PCL+ [25]
Li+ [13]
Yang et al.+ [33]
WSOD 2+ [34]
Arun et al.[2]
C-MIL+ [30]
MIST (Full)+ [20]
WSLAT-Ens [21]
MSD-Ens+ [14]
OICR+UBBR [12]
Zhong et al. (R50-C4)∗ [37]
Zhong et al. (R50-C4)+∗ [37]
Ours
Ours+

CorLoc (07)
60.6
62.7
68.6
68.0
69.5
70.9
65.0
68.8
58.8
66.8
47.6
73.6
74.4
72.3
72.5

CorLoc (12)
62.1
63.2
67.9
69.5
71.9
69.5
67.4
70.9
73.2
73.7

thermore, our method performs better than all competing
methods, except Zhong et al. [37]. Note that [37] uses
stronger backbone model and knowledge transfer strategy
by directly incorporating source and target datasets. Moreover, the auxiliary dataset adopted in Zhong et al. is different from ours (See the suppl. for more details). As shown in
Fig. 2, our method has the ability to generate precise bounding boxes. On PASCAL VOC 2012, our LBBA is superior
to all competing methods and obtains more than 1% gains
over all WSOD approaches. Experimental results show that
our method is effective in improving the detection performance of WSOD.
We further evaluate the localization performance of our
method. Table 2 lists results of several state-of-the-art
WSOD approaches on PASCAL VOC 2007 and 2012. Our
LBBA outperforms OICR by 11.7% and also improves the
baseline OICR+REG over 4.3% on PASCAL VOC 2007
dataset. Besides, our LBBA performs better than all competing methods. Meanwhile, on PASCAL VOC 2012, our
LBBA is also superior to all competing methods, and obtains 1.3% gain over WSOD 2[34]. In comparison to Zhong
et al. [37], our LBBA-based method employs a weaker
backbone model and avoids the direct joint use of the source
and target datasets, while still achieving competitive Cor-
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Table 3. Comparison of different backbone models of Adjuster g
on VOC 07, where iterations T of multi-stage learning is set to 3
while WSDDN [3] is used as WSOD network f .
Backbone of Adjuster g
VGG-16
R50-C4

mAP (VOC 07)
50.2
52.7

Table 5. Results of adjuster g and WSOD network f on COCO-60
and VOC 07 using different learning strategies, respectively
Learning Strategy
T =0
T =1
T =2
T =3
LBBA-MCG

CorLoc (VOC 07)
67.7
70.3

Table 4. Comparison of various WSOD networks f on VOC 07.
Method
Baseline (WSDDN)
Baseline (OICR)
Baseline (OICR+[20])
Ours (WSDDN)
Ours (OICR)
Ours (OICR+[20])

mAP (VOC 07)
46.6
48.6
51.4
52.7
55.1
55.8

CorLoc (VOC 07)
64.7
66.8
64.9
70.3
71.0
71.6

Loc results under the settings of both single-scale testing
and multi-scale testing. The above results show that our
LBBA-based method is effective in improving the localization performance of WSOD.

4.3. Ablation Study
Additionally, we employ PASCAL VOC 2007 to assess
the effect of some key components on our LBBA. We state
a more detailed ablation study in the suppl..
Backbone Models of Adjuster g. In this work, Faster
R-CNN [19] is used as adjuster. Here, we first evaluate
the effect of backbone models on adjuster g. To this end,
we compare two CNN architectures as backbone models of
Faster R-CNN, i.e., ResNet-50 [10] and VGG-16 [23]. Particularly, we set iterations T of multi-stage learning to 3 and
adopt WSDDN [3] as WSOD network f . The compared results on VOC 07 are listed in Table 3, from which we can
see that adjuster g with backbone of ResNet-50 outperforms
one with backbone of VGG-16 by 2.5% and 2.6% in terms
of mAP and CorLoc, respectively. These results show that
our method can benefit from a stronger adjuster, which encourages us to develop more effective adjusters.
Effect of WSOD network f . After determining backbone model of adjuster g, we access the impact of WSOD
network f . Specifically, we consider three methods (i.e.,
WSDDN+REG [3], OICR+REG [26] and OICR+REG with
top p% pseudo label mining [20]) for our WSOD network
f , and compare our LBBA with the original methods (i.e.,
baseline). The iterations T of multi-stage learning is set
to 3, and the results of different WSOD networks f are
given in Table 4. First, our LBBA achieves clear performance gains (more than 4%) over the baseline methods for
all choices of WSOD networks in terms of mAP and CorLoc. It demonstrates that the proposed LBBA methods can
be well generalized to various WSOD networks. Second,
our LBBA benefits from stronger WSOD networks, and so
we compare with state-of-the-arts by using OICR+[20] as
WSOD network f .
Multi-stage LBBAs. The proposed multi-stage learning
strategy of LBBAs involves two core factors, i.e., number of

Adjuster mAP (COCO-60)
29.1
29.6
29.9
30.9
29.6

mAP (VOC 07)
53.1
54.9
55.7
55.8
54.3

iterations (T ) and learnable, auxiliary WSOD network f aux .
By fixing WSOD network f and adjuster g respectively be
OICR+[20] and Faster R-CNN with backbone of ResNet50, we assess the effects of number of iterations (T ) and
f aux on our LBBA method. To this end, we learn bounding box adjusters by setting T from 0 to 3. Besides, we
replace learnable f aux by using MCG to generate proposals,
namely LBBA-MCG. Table 5 gives the results of adjuster
g and WSOD network f on COCO-60 and VOC 07 using
different learning strategies, respectively. It can be seen that
increasing iterations (T ) can improve performance of both
adjuster g and WSOD network f . However, performance of
WSOD network f is sightly improved, when number of iterations T > 2. Therefore, T = 3 is a good choice to balance
efficiency and effectiveness. These results clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of our multi-stage learning strategy.
The learnable f aux with 3 iterations is superior to LBBAMCG by 1.3% and 1.5% for adjuster g and WSOD network
f , showing the significance of learnable f aux .

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a knowledge transfer based
WSOD method. Our proposed method involves two subtasks, i.e., learning bounding box adjusters and LBBAboosted WSOD. For the former subtask, we suggested a
bi-level optimization formulation on the auxiliary dataset
and an EM-like training algorithm to learn multi-stage and
class-agnostic LBBAs specified for optimizing WSOD performance. For the later subtask, we adopted a multi-stage
scheme to utilize only the LBBAs and weakly-annotated
dataset for WSOD. Additionally, a masking strategy is
adopted to improve proposal classification for benefiting detection performance. Experimental results show that our
proposed method performs favorably against the state-ofthe-art WSOD methods and knowledge transfer model with
similar problem setting [12, 14, 21, 37]. Nonetheless, we
mainly focus on transferring across classes in this paper,
while the transferring across domains is not specifically
considered. In the future, we will explore suitable domain
generalization methods for coping with this issue.
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